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1 - INTROPOCTIOH 

Différents criteria have been proposed in post Yield 
Fracture Mechanics (PYFM) : Crack Opening Displacement Approach 
/~1_7# Equivalent Energy Method l~2_7 Tangent Modulus Method 
/"3_7# T«o criteria approach /~4_7 C$J /~6-? * n d t f t e Ji 
integral criterion considered here. 

The J, integral aethod has been proposed by Rice ^~7_/ 
in 1958. An experimental «ay for the determination of the 
critical value of J. [The so called J,c] has been developed by 
BEGLEY and LANDES l~8_7 and practical application of this cri
térium has received considerable attention. Though several 
critical evaluations of PYFM criteria (and J_c) have been 
•ade is the past (NEALE and TOMHLEY l~$J, TURNER and BURDEKIN 
£~9_7, BILBY ̂ 10_7# sany features are not very clear and 
there are still some questions about that criterion. More over 
the field of J. criterion application seems very snail and 
extension would be useful for practical use. 

Basically, J. is only well defined for elastic materials 
(linear or non linear). 

Jl "/ ( w d y " T i TF d 8 ) ( 1 ) 

Where W « elastic energy density, Ti * oljnj, oij * stress 
tensor, n.. external normal VoT, ui displacement vector, T 
integration path surrounding the crack tip (see fig 1) 

When the flow following requirements are satisfied ; 
- elastic (linear or non linear) behavior of material 
- straight crack along x axis 
- material homogeneity in x direction 
- no thermal stresses (or not dependant of x value) 

Two important rules can be shown t 

- J1 is path-independent, that is to say the J. value is not 



dependant on the choice of the path T surrounding the crack 
tip 

- if P is the total potential energy of the system (cracked 
structure and loading device) and a the crack lorgth (along 
the x axis),. then J, « - dP/da. 

On the basis of these two rules, ON can be used in non 
linear elastic fracture mechanics. Proa a first point of view 
it may be considered that, because of its path independence, 
the J. integral characterizes the crack tip singularity as It-
does in LEPM. Proa the second point of view J 1 is the potential 
energy rate needed for application of the GRIFFITH stability 
criterion like Gj in LEPM. 

The two points of view lead to the following assumption : 
Crack propagation begins when J. reaches a critical value J 1 C» 

2.- EXTENSION IN P.Y.F.M. 

Extension of the J. criterion from Non Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics to Post Yield Fracture Mechanics is needed 
for practical use. But this extension is not obvious because 
the proceeding rules are based on "potential energy'. 

In elastic problems, the strain energy density W 
is a well defined function of the local state of strain (if the 
material is homogeneous) and P is the system potential energy 
which is only function of the state. But for plastic materials, 
there is no mechanical potential energy and the internal energy 
(in the thermodynamic sense) is quite different from the recei
ved mechanical work. Any child knows the mechanical difference 
between rubber and marsh-mallow. 

RICE'S proposal for extension defines W, not as the 
elastic energy density, but as the "strain energy" (density), 



that is. the received work density (or stress working). This 
proposal is justified in l~U_7 for a deformation-type elastic 
plastic material, where the strain energy is a function of 
strain state, that is to say for a non linear elastic Material. 
But real material behaviour is rather incremental-type plasti
city (like Prandtl-Reuss law) than deformation-type plasticity. 
So the question is : "Is J 1 C a good crack-initiation criterion 
for real plastic material ?" became "The plastic behavior of a 
cracked structure is it like a elastic behaviour ?". It is hoped 
that the answer is "yes" if there is no unheeding. 

Experimental tests results are often given as a 
proof of this assumption but as noticed by NEALE § TOHNLBY l'sj 
there is not experimental value of a contour integral. But it 
is possible to know L(6), the load-deflexion curve during a 
monotonie loading (load L versus deflexion 6). Prom this result 
the received mechanical work P is given versus the deflexion 6 

dP and the value of g| (a « crack length) is taken as the J. value. 
Various methods have been proposed in order to determine dP/da 
from the L (6) curve ̂ ~12_7. 

It must be pointed out that very important assump
tions are made in the use of experimental results. The goal is 
to know the variation 6p of mechanical work P due to a virtual 
variation 6a of the crack length a, under the condition of 
constant load L (or constant deflexion 6 in some cases). What 
is really tested are samples with various cracks lengths under 
monotonie loading. There is not physical reason, when the crack 
extends by 6a under the constant load I., for the final (virtual) 
deflexion to be the same as the one of the a + 6a cracked 
sample loaded up to L and it is not sure that the machanical 
work difference is the same (see fig. 2). 

From a theoretical point or view, such an assumption 
implies that the received mechanical work is a well defined 
function of the geometrical and mechanical state, and is not 
dependent of the loading history. In other words, in using 
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experimental test result», it is aasumed that mechanical work 
i» a potential energy (i.e. it is assumed that the Material is 
elastic). 

Therefore, experimental validation of the J,c criterion 
is not possible without theorical hypotheses based on the ener
getic Meaning of J,. 

Another way of extension is based on the path indepen
dence of the J integral. Roughly speaking, if J. is not path 
dependent, it characterises the singularity of the crack tip, 
therefore the material damage at the crack tip. Therefore J. 
is a good criterion for material damage and crack initiation. 
From this point of view the important question is "Is J, really 
path independent for cracked elastic-plastic material ? There 
is no known answer when the material is an incremental-type 
elastic plastic one. It would be useful to have a general rule 
for the Jj path independence, without reference to the material 
constitutive equation. One method to find this condition can be 
derived from the ESHELBY theory on Energy Momentum xensor ̂ "l4_7 
but with noticeable change in order to avoid any assumption on 
material behaviour ^"l5_7 £~16_7. Moreover this method can be 
used in the extention of the J. criterion. 

3 - ELEMENTS OF DEFECT VECTOR THEORY 

3.1 Definitions 

The method wich can be called "defect vector theory" 
or "driving force theory" is based on the comparison between 
the real space variation of the received work W (so-called 
strain energy) around a point and the fictitious variation due 
only to strain space variation £ n J C^J-
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Let us consider a point M in the body where : 

- the strain tensor is Oj. and the strain tensor c±. 

- the received work density* is W (density of stress 
working), obviously, for a virtual displacement 6c i. , 
one nus have 6W « o 6e,^ 

At a point M + dM near the point M, the received 
work density is W + dW - W + W, kdx]c, and the strain 
e + de • % , + e.., -dx. (where f,. is the partial derivative 
of f .relative to x.) -. 

The real variation of W is W, ĵ d̂ , and if this 
variation were only dependent of the strain variation, its 
(fictivious) value would be 0 ±. d e,. * a.. e.. .dx. . If these 
two expressions are not equal, a defect vector is introduced. 

W'k " aij eij,k (2) 

so the variation of W around M is giv * by : 

dW - o ± J d E i j + j k dx k (3) 

There is a"defect vector" j k when the space variation 
of the "strain energy" (stress working density) is not given 
by the space variation of strain in fact this is only the 
definition of the volume density (of the defect vector), but 
other densities can be defined. For instance on a discontinuity 
surface there is a surface density given by j k 

A ui,k* 
A W n k " (aijnj> 

S W • /ode is not a "strain energy" but a received word depending 
not only of e.., but of the loading history. [The work of 
internal forces is -If] 



3.2 Path Integrals (Surfaces Integrals) 

With those definitions it can be seen that defect 
vectors are in equilibrium in a body the J 1 integral is the 
composant along the x. axis of a vector J which is a surface 
integral (on surface S). 

J i " /s <*ni " Tj uj,i ) d 8 (4) 

It is easy to show (see appendix I) that the resultant 
of all the defect vectors included in the volume V surounded by 
a surface S is the surface integral J. on this surface S 

j ± dv (5) 

Beside the "force resultant" J., it is possible 
to know the "moment resultant" of the defect vector at the 
point 0 

t - / v (rift x Î) dv 

Li " / v
 eijk xj h d v 

(6) 

Where e..^ is the alternating tensor 

L i is one of the integrals introduced by KNOWLES 
and STERNBERT ^~19_7 L^J which are not so popular as the 
first component of J,. 

3.3 Work and defect vectors 

From the energy point of view it is easy to show 



(see appendix II) that when all the defect vectors included in 
the volume V surounded by * surface S. move in a translation 
6a. the total work variation fiP (internal and external) for 
this volume V is given by : 

«P • J. 6 *k C7) 

This equation seests very like the conventional one for 
elastic material (J1 « - dP/da),. but the meaning of P is very 
different. Here P is not a potential energy only dependant 
of the state of the system but-the variation of received work 
during the translation- Wich depends of the history. In other 
words 6P is the difference between the work of external forces 
and the work received by the body and is available for defects 
translation. If the volume is limited to the regin of the 
crack tip, 6P can be considered as the work available its 
movement. 

3.4 Remarks 

It must be pointed out that, till now, no assumption 
has been made about the material constitutive equation. All 
the obtained results are true for plastic or creep behaviour 
as well as for elastic material. Futhermore, material homoge
neity is not needed, constitutive equation can change from 
one place to another. For instance, the results are applicable 
to reinforced concrete. 

The boundaries of a body are discontinuity surfaces 
(between void and material) and there is a defect vector 
density. The surface density is given by J 

J ± - - Wni - Xj u j ; i (8) 

where Xj is the applied load on the surface. For free boundaries 
the denii'.y of defect is t 

Ji " " Hii <»> 



proportional to the strain energy density and along the 
internal noraal. 

4 - MBAMIMG AMD EXTEWSIOH OF J CRITBRIOM (first past : boundary 
effects) 

Real structures axe three dimension ones, and two 
dimension analysis is only allowed in special cases. As seen 
previously, J integral is a surface integral of vectorial 
fora (three components), nevertheless the following considéra' 
tions well be restricted to two dimension problems where J is 
a path integral. 

In order to assess the path independence, two types 
of defects srast be considered s surface (or boundary) and volu-
metrique ones (it is to say linear and surface for a plane 
problem). We shall begin with the boundary effect, not taking 
into account the internal defects at first. 

Now, in practical application the integration path 
is not surounding solid material, but the crack tip. Therefore 
a part of the crack is inside the integration path and, as 
defect vectors are on each of the crack surfaces, the resultant 
of these defect vectors snist be taken into account for the J. 
computation. If the crack boundaries are free (non surface force 
applied) the surface density of defect vector is along the 
internal noraal to the surface and its value the received 
work W (see fig. 3). 

Due to strain concentration effects, the values of 
W and j are high in curved parts with snail radius. If the 
radius is equal to xero (sharp crack tip) j become infinite 
at this point (crack tip), but §j ds can remain finite. 

For a straight crack along the crack axis (and with a 



x-symmtric energy pattern) this value is equal to J ^ 
Therefore the Jx integral le the value of the (local) 
defect vector at the crack tip of a straight crack along 
the x axis (for symétrie W repartition). (see figure 4 and 5). 

In these conditions the application of J. uethod 
is restricted to particulier cases and it would be useful 
to get a «ore general criterion applicable to a large range 
of crack configurations. A obvious proposition is to choose 

• * 

the value of the (point) vector defect J at the crack tip. 
or sore precisely the two components J 1 and J, (corresponding 
to x and y axis) as suggested in 3.3. 

For straight cracks (along x axis) J- is equal to 
zero for symétrie and skew symétrie loading (nodes I or II) 
and the propagation is expected in the J, direction (x axis). 
If it is not the case (mixing nodes) J, is different of zero, 
and Jj alone is not a good criteria. It can be proposed to 
retain (J) - f J, + J 2

 a s a criterion with the begining of 
propagation in the Î direction, but experimental proofs are 
needed for such a assumption. 

Nevertheless this proposition can be extended to any 
shape of crack. For practical application of such a criterion, 
it is necessary to know the value of J. and J, at the crack 
tip, for J is no longer path independent. 

By definition, the criterion is based on a modified 
value of 3 given by : 

* * " l i mriT>*o * - l l Br(T>*o / j * d 8 < 1 0> 

or by : 

3 * - 5 T • //wii ds g Wnds (11) 
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with h9 * o \ 
B» * o / for free crack surface 

(sea figure 6) 

Other generalisations of the J criterion can be proposed 
for grooves like/*? ds on a given length of boundary (charac-
teristic of material). 

Here, only the crack tip conditions have been considered, 
but the saves rules can be applied in the strongly curred 
parts of the crack. 

5 - MBMUHG AMD EXTBHSIOW OF J CRITERION (second part : 
volume effects) 

Xu the preceding chapter, no volume defects were 
considered. But the formula (5) show that J can not be path 
independent if there are volume (internal) defects. 

So a condition of path independence is l~16_7. 

or 

j - 0 
(restricted to j- • 0 for the component j ) 
M, k - ojj e ± i, k - 0 

dW - a^ t ± y k d ^ (12) 

as 6W - o t i t ± i t dt 

(t - fictitions tine) 

**> + • £ * « e'ij,k *** - < * • « eij,t d t 

(time T) (point M) 

(13) 
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This is a general fors. It can be seen that, if it Is 
possible to write t 

° i i - *qr 

with W only dependent of the strain e i. (and not directly of 
the point x k ) , the condition is always fulfilled. It is that 
case of elastic (and homogeneous) Material, (if only Ĵ  is consi
dered as interesting, only the x homogeneity is needed). 

In those cases, it is possible to have such a elastic 
like behaviour, with the exception of the near vicinity of 
the crack tip where plastic phenomenas preceding cracking occur 
As a consequence the criteria could be the value ofj] d v on a 
snail volume around the crack tip. 

Nevertheless the use of J. criterion seems restricted 
to the pseudo elastic case and thermal striesses and residual 
stresses are not considered. A fortunatly, many practical cases 
involve thermal gradients and residual stresses/ If the material 
is homogeneous and pseudo elastic, theses cases are characterised 
by a Initial strain • ij and the stress working density Is 
W (Cj. - *!•*)» t h e 8 t*ess beeing given by a.. • -y|—. 

As a consequence : 

w'k " îë^J (eij'k ~ *ij'k} 

w'k " °ij eij'k " °ij *ij'k 

And 
°ij»ij'kl CM) 

If only the defects in the vecinity of the crack tip 
are effective, the parasitic park of j k must be eliminated, 
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and beside the correction of formula (11), the following 
modification must be made : 

Jk* " J k ~*£°ij *Ij'k dv (15) 

where S is the surface enclosed in T, or rather the surface 
enclosed in T minus a small surface around the crack tip. 

If •.., is due to thermal distribution and if the 
material is isotropic and homogeneous with a thermal expension 
coefficient a, 

•ij-°ij o T 

where T is the temperature elevation 

•ij'k " *ij a T'k 

j,k » 0 i j « ^ aT,k - ao ± i T, k 

and the correction is : 

'k* " J / * « i aii T' k d v (16) 

8 beeing the surface enclosed in the path T of J- (if there 
is not a temperature singularity at the crack tip). 

6 - USE OF COMPUTATION RESULTS BY FINITE ELEMENTS METHOD 

From a mathematical point of view. When there are plastic 
or visco plastic deformations, it is not possible to proove the 
path independence. In order to have somme appreciation about this 
problem several computations have been made with Finite Elements 
Method ^"l3_7 C^J ^" 2 2-7. Results are not very clear and 
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there is some discrepancy between conclusions. The computed 
J- values are not greatly dependent on the path, but it is 
difficult ot assess wether variations are real or only due 
to numerical Approximation. Someone suggests that J 1 integral 
is not path independent for paths passing through the plastic 
area. It must be remembered that only few sample shapes have 
been considered, all having simple geometrical features. 
Moreover the loading p..th Is. always "radial", load components 
increasing proportionally with the time. 

Nevertheless this method is able to give some 
indications on J, path dependence for flow plastic (or viscous) 
materials. In Saclay computations are made with the CEASEMT 
system ̂ ~23_7 in which the PASTEL-PRISE module enables calcu
lation of J. simultaneously along several contours. The plas
ticity model is incremental with the VON MISES* surface yield 
and a normal flow. Results concerning two cases are given 
below, but others results can be found in preceeding publications 
L™J f22J-

a) Square plate in plasticity 

A 2 x 2 mm square plate with a crack (length 2a « 1 mm) 
is loaded by an uniform stress S on sides parallel to the crack. 
The material characteristics are YOUNG'S Modulus E « 206,800 MPa, 
POISSON's ratio v » 0,3 yield stress a * 310 MPa and linear 
hardening (tangent modulus • 0,1 E). The analysis was performed 
in plane strain with the mesh shown in fig. 7. For each of the 
14 increasing values of the load s, Jj was computed on 15 paths. 
Were also computed the portion J due to elastic strain energy, 
that due to plastic strain energy (J_) and that due to the 
forces on the path (J_). As an example the results are given 
in Table for S * 240 MPa. 

The variation of J. with the applied stress S is 
shown in fig. 8 where are added the results with no hardening 
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for the same valeur of the applied stress (S - 240 MPq) 
the equivalent plastic strain are given on the figure 9 
(isostrain curves). 

b) Circular plate with plasticity and creep 

A thick circular plate (radius 50 mm) with a radial 
crack (along x axis) is loaded with an uniform stress S on 
its circular boundary. The material characteristics are : 
Young's Modulus 200 000 MPa,Poisson's ratio 0,3, Yield stress 
(no hardening) 200 MPa, Creep law : 3,547 10~9o (g| strain rate 
hour*"1, o stress MPa). 

The load is applied at initial time (value S « 70 MPa) 
and there is plastic deformation at first. Then creep occurs 
and strain and stress fields change with time. As a example of 
results, (figure 9) are the curves J versus path radius for 
différents holding times. There is not important path dependence. 

7 - PRACTICAL USE 

Two applications of such a criterion can be made, 
the first for the experimental determination of material 
toughness on small samples, the second for straigh fracture 
analysis of real mechanical structures. As a matter of fact, 
only the first application has received considerable attention 
expecially to obtain K J C with small specimens. Only a brief 
mention of this application is necessary here as it has ample 
coverage in the literature. 

As explained in the second paragraphe, it is not 
possible to get the value of a path integral form an experiment. 
The load-deflexion curve is used and some assumptions are made 
in order to obtain J,, like t existence of potential energy 
Z~24_7. A practical difficulty is tha experimental determination of 
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the onset of crack growth, and various methods have been 
proposed /*25_7 which are not always easy to use. Practical 
application of these results seems difficult, because J. 
is used as initiation criterion. Frequently the K. values 
obtained from J., values are lower than the K_ values 
according to ASTM standard, probably because some stable 
crack propagation occurs in the ASTÎ4 procedure. 

Real Structures Analysis 

The second type of application is interesting. When 
a structure contain a crack, of which the size is known, how 
to estimate the nominal stress S (proportional to the load) at 
the crack initiation when the critical value J c of the J inte
gral is known ? 

A very simple way is to apply the Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics in using J c as the GRIFFITH force G, more 
precisely, in using J J c E/l-v2 as the K_c. The stress S_ at 
crack initiation given by LEFM formules, is proportional to K T r >. 
But such a method is wrong, and, worse, is not conservative. 

The ratio J/G (where G is the value of J for 
elastic behavior) is depending of the ratio of the applied 
stress S, to the collapse stress S . The general feature 
of the relation J/G • • (S/S ) is given on figure 10. In each 
case, like the proceeding numerical examples, the function * 
can be taken from numerical results (see fig. 8) or from simpli
fied analysis. The most important point is that J is going to 
infinite when S is near to Su. 

Therefore the critical value of G. is not equal to 
Jc, but to Jj/* (S/Su) and in the application of LEFM formulas, 
the stress S at crack initiation is not proportional to 

K_c • f J E/l-v but to K I C/ y •. As a consequence, crack 
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initiation do not occur at the stress S_ (according to LEFM), 
but at the stress S given by : 

(17) 

Where 
S nominal stress at crack Initiation 
S. failure stress according to LEFM 

- m m m , — m m mW M M ^ 1 * 

IC ? VC 
With K T„ - /j„ B/l-v" 

S stress at the limit load 
J critical value of J. c l 
• » ratio of real value of J. to elastic value 6 K • '(«r-)} 

S S The aspect of the relation between dr- and •£-
SL Su 

is given on figure 11. It looks like the two criteria approach 
but the transition between the two criteria (S - S L and S * S ) 
can be bery different of the first proposition C*J• T h e tran
sition is very dependent of what is generally called secondary 
stresses (difference between elastic stress distribution and 
fully plastic stress distribution) and especially of the ther
mal stresses. As a consequence the computation of Jj on typical 
cases of geometry and load can be useful in order to precise 
the good curves to be used in a two criteria approach. 

• nominal stress is a quantity proportional to the load. 
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8 - CONCLUSIONS 

1) The theory of defect vectors give interesting indica
tions on the meaning of J. which is the resultant 
(along x) of the defects included inside the surounded 
volume. 

2) If the field of application of the Jj criteria seens 
very snail, extension is possible with the help of 
the defects at the crack tip. As a consequence curved 
cracks, initial stresses and thermal stresses can be 
considered. More experience on this extention would 
be welcome. 

3) Application to real structures give results like the 
two criteria approach ones, but the transition curve 
can be different from one case to another due to the 
stress field or thermal stresses. 



TABLE 

VALUE OF J, AS A FUNCTION OF THE PATH FOR S - 240 MPa 

PATH Je JP JF Jl F 

El 72,6266* 139,1086 1070,796 1282,531 1,7948 
E2 139,8948 440,0386 704,1811 1284,114 1,7959 
S3 151,2727 521,6482 705,7590 1378,680 1,8609 
E4 165,2842 595,2052 663,8566 1424,346 1,8914 
E5 186,4884 640,3590 613,8978 1440,745 1,9023 
E6 213,2005 650,8962 578,9885 1443,085 1,9038 
E7 237,8262 635,4129 571,9941 1445,239 1,9053 
E8 262,1777 601,7128 583,4657 1447,356 1,9067 
B9 287,0884 552,7622 609,1542 1449,005 1,9077 
E10 31 ,7759 492,9190 645,8044 1450,499 1,9087 
Ell 334,9694 427,0180 688,9847 1450,972 1,9090 
E12 353,8189 362,7574 734,4081 1450,984 1,9090 
E13 367,2311 302,2886 780,7784 1450,298 1,9086 
E14 370,5625 249,9352 827,9677 1448,465 1,9074 
E1S 351,1079 219,4623 876,3404 1446,911 1,9064 

Unit N/» F - J V ftalAJ- v2) 
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Appendix I Resultant of defect vectors 

In order to have a simple analysis, it is useful to 
choise a cartesian reference system x. fixed to initial state, 
and the non symétrie (nominal) BOUSSINESQ stress tensor 8.. 
which is the dual of u, ^ (û  is the displacement). As cited 
by HILL ̂ ~28_7 virtual work equation and equilibrium equations 
can be written in a concise forme. 

The variation 6W of the stress working density due 
to a virtual displacement variation 6u. is given by 

6w - e A j « u 1 # J 

Virtual work principle give the equilibrium 
equations 

°ij,j + Xi " ° 
eij nj * *i 

where X. and X. are the external forces (volume and surface)*. 

With the choice of u^ ., for strain and © ^ for stress, 
the experimental defect vector density is 

jk ' w'k " eij ui,jk 

b u t eij ui,jk » c eij ui fk> fj " 0ij,jui,k 

and if there is not volume force (X. • c • 0.. .) 

x Do not forget that X i and X i are related to initial configu
ration. 

J 
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or 

h " W'k " «•irt.k1, j 

Ik " (W«kj " ̂ «i.k* ,j 

the divergence theorem give the volume integral of j^ 

At J k

d v - • £ ( w f c j " e i j u i , k ) n j d B 

- 4 [ w l k - ( eij nj> t ti,k] d» 
that i s to say 
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Appendix II 

Work in variation of defect vectors 

A virtual variation of defect vector (in a volume V 
surounded by a surface S) causes variations of internal forces 
work 6ff, of displacement 6uA (and strain **£.») end discontinuity 
surfaces (Z-*-Z+6Z) - The corresponding work variation 4P is the 
sue of the following itc 

- External forces work variation 
6 Tex " V *tti d v + 'v *i *ui d s 

- Volume variation of internal forces work 
« Vink-- ' v W d * 

- Surface variation of internal forces work 
« T r

i n k • - fz owaz ds 
(6Z • normal displacement of Z) 

The virtual work principle, applicable to the initial 
state give 

«P - «T e x + « T V
± n k 4 « T S

i n k 

- / v
 ( oij* Eij " W d v - /jAWSZ d» 

(if no internal discontinuity in u^ variation) 

When the variation is a translation 6a^ 
aw » w^ k «a^ 
6 e i i " e i j , k t f a k 

61 * njjéa. 

v«~ -
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and «P » / jkoa^dv + / £ j^^da 

«P - Jfc « ^ 

«Pi» the virtual work variation which can be different 
of aero. Thia variation la the difference between the work 
variation of the external forces and the work received in the 
body (but no consideration is given to the work needed for 
defect tranalation).. 
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